In the world of handmade paper, phrases like "proto-paper," "near paper," and "quasipaper," 1 are used to describe the beaten bark papers of indigenous cultures. Because bark paper is formed by beating fibers with a stone on a board, and not by collecting pulp on a "sieve-like screen," papermakers and paper scholars are quick to dismiss bark paper as "false paper" or "not
paper." As a 21 st century maker, I reject these ethnocentric and limiting definitions which undermine the achievements of non-Western cultures. Exploring the history and technique of beaten bark paper has become a way for me to connect with both modern and ancient makers and to appreciate their unique and significant contributions to our shared human history.
SPLIT INFINITY (NO BLUE, NO GREEN)
Through researching pre-Columbian Maya art and codices, I have discovered personal and universal connections within their distinct culture and cosmology. In the naming of colors, the ancient Maya used the word "yax" for "blue" and "green." To clarify a specific hue, they would say "yax like the sky" or "yax like the grass." This flexible approach towards naming challenges the modern "civilized" understanding of these colors as separate and discrete. Moreover, a lack of a blue-green distinction is common in ancient and modern languages worldwide -Western Apache, Batak, !Kung Bushman, Cantonese, Chinook Jargon, Daza, Eskimo, Hopi, Ixcatec, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Navajo, Paez, Papago, Shona, Songhai, Tzotzil, and Tzeltal, to name a few. became too stained or worn, I packed it away in a box, and moved it with me for years, from the ocean to the desert to the prairie. As an act of unburdening, I have now transformed these clothes into blue-green paper for mymyth, an artist book that contemplates finding one's place in the vastness of the universe.
Through the visceral acts of hand-beating plant fibers and hand-cutting cloth garments to make paper for these books, I have had the opportunity to deepen my connection with the materials. The making of these books has been a physical and psychic recycling -making rags out of memories, printing memories onto rags. Ranging from the micro to the macro, in SPLIT INFINITITY (no blue, no green), I delve into personal and shared human stories in an attempt to place myself, and all humans, within the context of the universe. 
CODICES YAXITOS
The second component of SPLIT INFINITY, Codices Yaxitos, is a series of eight miniature beaten bark paper books. These 1 x 2 inch accordion books expand to 8 inches when fully opened.
Japanese kozo fibers were hand-dyed using indigo, Osage orange, and fustic to achieve a range of deep blue to green tones. Blind-printed with excerpts from my genetic code, these tiny artifacts may act to preserve some fragment of my current being into an unknown future. 
